Studies in Documents

The "True North" in Pictures? Photographic
Representation in the Hudson's Bay Company's The
Beaver Magazine, 1920-1945
by PETER GELLER*
The photograph as historical source presents a number of issues to those interested in the analysis
of archival records. Just as the photographic print fades with time, the image's meanings
become altered, changing their shades and hues. This article attempts to restore some of the
original texture to these faded images, viewing them in the light of their production and subsequent circulation. Focusing on the processes involved in the creation and methods of display of
photographs can sharpen our sense of historical understanding.
Yet, far from a transparent account of some past "reality," photographic images convey constructed truths. As Richard Bolton argues, meaning is
established through interpretative conventions that exist outside the image-conventions
that are socially and institutionally constructed and that serve an ideological function.
These conventions are often self-effacing, helping to naturalize a system of beliefs. To
understand the workings of ideology, these claims to nature must be taken apart, their
historical and social dimensions revealed.'
Similarly, John Tagg, in his examination of photographic practice and its relationship to "history,'' contends that photographic truth is a myth; there is no guarantee of a "pre-photographic
exi~tent."~
The following case study of the Hudson's Bay Company's (HBC) representation of
northern Canada, through an examination of the photographic content of its magazine, The
Beaver, examines the ways in which photographs conformed and contributed to communicating perceptions of the north within specific institutional contexts. For both the keeper and the
user of the visual record, this argument serves as an important reminder of the contingency of
photographic meaning, and of the problems involved in its interpretation.
This critical approach, then, serves as a useful counterpoint to the prevailing notion of the
photograph as an unmediated form of information that realistically reproduces an image of the
world on film. The realist mode of photography (and the problems inherent in such an approach) were neatly summarized by long-time Beaver editor Clifford Wilson, who held the
position from 1939 until 1957. In preparing The New North in Pictures, a book of previously
published photographs that appeared in 1946, Wilson expressed his claims for the value and
validity of photographic communication. Remarking on his initial suggestion of the title "True
North," Wilson stated, "it sums up the theme of the book, which is the pictorial representation
of the truth about the North."' In his introduction Wilson elaborated on this concept:
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Here in pictorial form is the true North - not the North of the roniantic novel or the sensatiom11 newspaper story. but tlie real thing seen through rhe c:uiiera's accurate eye. The
people who appear on these pages are genuine northerners. pictured as they went about
their daily tasks. In this way tlie book hecomes a record ofthe North today. But more than
that i t :~lsobecomes an historical record: for the North is changing fast. and in a few years
many ofthc suhjecth photofraphed here will no longel- be found anywhere.'
Yet these photogl:lph\ were rrprcxntations of the "re:~I." and as "historical records" represent
a complexity o f meaning. The plioto!pphers' choice of point of view. lighting. exposure, and
type of lens and film imposed one level of interpretation on the suh.jcct.' As p~~hlished
pictures
their placement within the book's structure and mediation by the ;~cconipanyingcaptions and
text further contextualized these images. Moreover. :IS Wilson's statement makes clear, these
photographs were also c a ~ q h LIP
t in preconceived notions of what was being pictured."
The multidimensional aspects of photographic meaning can he seen by closely examining
single images, such as "A Pair of Happy Huskies." the two portraits of :ui Inuk man and a
pantine dog that appeared in the June 193 1 issue of Tlw Bwlvl-(see Figure 1).' This ethnocentric equation of "primitive man" with domesticated animal. playing on the colloquialism for
Inuit and the stereotypical view of them as inherently cheerfill people. points to the manipulative pos.;ihilities of combinins word and picture.Vhe interaction of image and accompanying
text can express a particular interpretation. removed from the intention of the subject (and
often. the photogmpher as well): an open-mouthed clog. captured by the camera's eye. at an
unknown moment. is ele\ated to a state of "happiness"-a plane of emotion usually reserved
for human consciousness. This simultaneous dehumanizing of the human subject and anthropomorphizing of the animal sub.ject suggests the complex interplay of meaning that accompanies the juxtaposition of one image with another. and of images with a written text.

Figure 1

"A Pair of Happy Huskies." Tlw I ~ Y I I (June
Y I . I93 I
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This appreciation 01' the complexity of meaning of the photograph poses a d i l e ~ n n ~for
a tlie
Iiistoriil~iw;~ntingto m e i t a5 "eviclence." A n nwal-cnesh of [he uncertainty involved in establishing thc sense of a g i w n image competes with the recognition that it depicts a particular
moment in time :uid spacc.. One way out of this apparent paradox is to consider the photograph
in reli~tionto the conditio~iss ~ ~ r ~ ~ o uits
n dcreation
i n ~ and subsequent use. Thus the close read-
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ing of specific photographs, in the manner of textual analysis, can be accompanied by a broader
contextual analysis. In my discussion of northern images, this context includes the intentions
and purposes of The Beaver magazine. More particularly, The Beaver was the product of
specific editorial policies and strategies. Yet as a public relations journal representing the
Hudson's Bay Company's interests, The Beaver's message must be placed within the history of
the HBC and its activities in the Canadian north. As a representation of history, photographs in
The Beaver, in turn, provide a graphic measure of the way in which these representations were
constructed-how the "North" was conceived in imaginative and practical terms.
As one of the key institutions operating in the Canadian north in the twentieth century, the
Hudson's Bay Company was intimately involved in representing this region to a southern audience. The Beaver magazine, the most visible and ambitious of the company's public relations
enterprises, and the records generated in the course of its publication, provide a rich source for
studying the way in which photographic images contributed to a growing body of knowledge
about the "North." From its beginnings in 1920 as a staff journal, The Beaver incorporated a
northern vision that relied on photographs to communicate part of the message. With the
expansion of the role of The Beaver editor to include that of publicity director in 1933, the look
and content of the company's magazine changed significantly. Directed to an outside audience, visual images of the "North" occupied a central place in this new public relations strategy. Presented as part of a greater whole, photographs in The Beaver were involved in an
ongoing project of illustrating, exemplifying, and at the same time defining the north and the
Hudson's Bay Company's role in the region.
The use of visual material initially tended to reinforce The Beaver's primary objective-as a
house organ devoted solely to staff interests-of furthering staff unity.' Several factors, however, contributed to an early appearance of the "North" as a continuing, if minor, theme in its
pages. Produced out of the HBC's Canadian head office in Winnipeg, The Beaver was conceived by founding editor Clifton Thomas as a major part of the attempt to build up an esprit de
corps amongst an occupationally diverse and geographically dispersed staff.I0 This was to be
achieved by opening up The Beaver to the contributions of company members; submitting
material to the magazine became a tangible way of expressing loyalty to the company. Thomas
and his successor Robert Watson (who edited the journal from 1923 to 1933), solicited writings
and photographs by the company's fur-traders, many of whom toiled on the northern frontiers
of the HBC enterprise.
While HBC personnel tended to romanticize the northern land and its people in the company
iournal. these modern dav fur-traders were themselves the focus of celebration and mvth-making. portraying the fur-trider as hero, in fact, became one of the magazine's key strategies in its
pursuit of creating and maintaining a company identity." While the trading of furs remained an
interest of the HBC throughout the first half of twentieth century, its place in the overall scheme
of the corporation had greatly shifted.I2 In the 1920s and 1930s the fur-trade itself was undergoing significant change, its arena pushing steadily northward as the advent of the airplane and
the radio altered transportation and communication systems. The Beaver began to reflect the
new-found possibilities of building up the fur-trade's northern setting as a popular image.I3
This focus on the fur-trade gained expression within The Beaver in other, more political,
ways. Throughout the 1920s, the HBC found its own expanding activities in the region challenged. The Department of the Interior's Northwest Territories and Yukon Branch, headed by
O.S. Finnie from 1922 to 1931, directed an active policy that contrasted with the lack of earlier
government initiatives (and comparable inactivity in the 1930s and 1940s). The setting up of
RCMP posts, the establishment of the Eastern Arctic Patrol, and the creation of game preserves
asserted Ottawa's presence in a region that had been dominated by British and other foreignbased companies since 1820.14
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One result of this increased government presence was the subjection of the Hudson's Bay
Company to outright criticism. In a 1924 letter to Hudson's Bay Company Secretary Edward
FitzGerald, Finnie's Deputy Minister, William Wallace Cory, accused HBC post managers of
exploiting the Inuit, and cast doubt on whether the company could reform its trading system to
prevent such abuses. The counter-argument of senior British and Canadian company officials
was that reports of exploitation were untrue or exaggerated. Furthermore, they argued, HBC
officials knew the Inuit and their needs better than did the government." In light of this conflict with federal policy-makers, the transmission of a positive view of the Inuit, as a healthy
and happy people, took on an added importance.
Fur Trade Commissioner Ralph Parsons summed up the official attitude to the HBC-Eskimo
relationship at this time: "keep the Eskimos to their natural mode of life." In this view the
trapping economy was portrayed as "traditional" and "natural," the mode of life best suited to
the Native." In this scenario the HBC played the role of benevolent provider, bestowing the
advantages of Euro-Canadian culture and material goods on the Inuit, while holding off the
more corrupting influences of Western civilization.
The explanation of the opening images of the March 1928 issue of The Beaver is instructive
about this way of envisaging the Native (see Figures 2 and 3). After viewing the cover picture-a portrait of an Inuk woman and her baby photographed by fur-trader Gaston Herodier at
Port Harrison, QuCbec-the reader turns the page to find "Types of Port Harrison Eskimo."
Introducing, separately, the men, women, and children of Port Harrison through these anonymous "types," the editorial copy provided a telling context:
By kind and just treatment the Eskimo hunters have grown to be good friends of the
company as the Indians have been for generations. Every year, on the company's supply
ships, medical doctors are carried, also an abundance of medical supplies, for the safeguarding of the health of the northern natives, a welfare work which is carried on at the
company's expense."
Taken along with this pronouncement on the benevolence of company policies and "Eskimo"
loyalty to the company, the subjects of the accompanying photographs were transformed into
"good friends of the Company," visual proof of The Beaver's assertions. That the story of the
woman and child who posed for the fur-trader's camera remained untold was of no concern.
In the pages of The Beaver, the humanity of Natives rested on the representations offered by
non-Natives. Subject to the interpretative framework of the observers, these visual and verbal
texts owed little to the actual concerns or conditions of the observed. Aboriginal northerners
were portrayed as cultural "types," their objectification reinforcing stereotypical attitudes about
race, behaviour, and appearance."
The defence of the fur-trade, the solicitation of material from HBC fur-trade staff, and the
representation of Native peoples combined to evoke the magazine's northern atmosphere. Although the "North" was rarely featured as a subject in its own right in The Beaver of the 1920s,
editors Clifton Thomas and Robert Watson did recognize something of its attraction. In the
1925 article, "A Summer Trip to the Arctic," Watson guided the reader on a "picturesque"
thirty-five-day trip from Edmonton to the Arctic and back: "In commodious and up-to-date
steamers we may travel in absolute comfort to the very rim of the world, the home of the
Eskimo, to the Land of the Midnight Sun."Iy Watson's prose-picture and the accompanying
inset portrait of a tattooed "Eskimo Belle" (see Figure 4) beckoned the reader to join in this
journey to "an entirely new and different world."
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"Types of Port Harrison Eskimos." Thc Botr~vr-(March 1978). p. 157.
Figure 4

In this article, as on the actual trip, the people and landscape of the north were offered as
"sights," an exotic escape for the world-weary tourist.20With the increasing accessibility of the
region, due to improved transportation systems, the HBC attempted to take advantage of the
growing tourist market. This western Arctic excursion was supplemented in the following
decade by the eastern arctic cruises offered by the HBC aboard the Nascopie.
A component of the "North's" attraction, however, was its relative inaccessibility. As Watson's
article concluded, "In our trip to the Arctic we have passed through a country which few indeed
have had the privilege of seeing." If a summer cruise to the arctic was restricted to those who
could afford to pay, The Beaver was to extend this "privilege of seeing" through its representation of the north. Although this representation was produced by a variety of voices and seen
through many different eyes (and camera lenses), they tended to conform to a common perspective. Based in southern Canadian realities and practice, The Beaver's discourse on the
"North" emphasized the company's position and policies, reproducing and reinforcing the
Hudson's Bay Company's power and auth~rity.~'
In the 1920s and early 1930s, however, the quality of the amateur photographic contributions, combined with the technical constraints of the magazine's production and the limited
pictorial sense of the magazine's editors, tended to diminish much of the impact of these northem pictures. In several of the pictures in "Dogs of the North" (Figure 5), for example, portraying dog teams against washed out vistas of snow and sky, details were totally obscured. In
addition, the positioning of photographs and captions, which required the viewer to match the
brief descriptions at the bottom of the page with the correspondingly numbered picture, did not
facilitate a ready appreciation of image and text, as a single-line caption underneath each photograph would have done.22
Such examples of whole pages devoted to visual material were the exception, as Beaver
editors Thomas and Watson subordinated the portrayal of pictorial images to the written word.
The hiring of Douglas MacKay as Beaver editor and publicity director in 1933, however, signalled a shift in company policy towards a greater commitment to its public image.23 In keeping with these new initiatives, MacKay revised not only the material printed, but also the manner in which it was presented. In its larger size and radically-altered appearance, The Beaver,
with an expanded readership that reached beyond company employees, departed from its origins as a cheaply produced in-house p u b l i c a t i ~ n . ~ ~
Under MacKay's editorial direction The Beaver entered the mainstream (if not the forefront)
of developments in corporate publicity. MacKay, a former journalist, was particularly attuned
to developments in the area of popular media, which included a sophisticated use of visual
imagery. Warren I. Susman, in his analysis of "The Culture of the Thirties," noted "the stunning techniques and effects developed" in the realm of radio, moving pictures, and photography in the United S t a t e ~ . ~ Wresult
n e of this emphasis on the media of sight and sound was the
appearance of North American photo-magazines, Life (introduced in 1937) being one of the
most successful and well-known examples.26
MacKay recognized the value of the photograph, in particular, as a conveyor of salient images of the company's pre~ence.~'This emphasis on the photographic image in The Beaver,
then, reflected more widespread trends within the world of popular culture. While the promotion of the Hudson's Bay Company also exploited radio and motion pictures, the still photograph proved to be the most viable and accessible medium.2RRadio and film required extensive distribution systems, while photographs could be printed in the company's magazine and
in other company publication^.^^
With MacKay as editor of The Beaver, the "North" emerged as a significant focus-the cornerstone of Mackay's representation of the Hudson's Bay Company as an historic and modem
enterprise. The portrayal of the activities and personalities of the Fur Trade Department provided a steady flow of material for the "Magazine of the North," as the new subtitle pro-
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claimed.30 The photographs of company employees continued to be solicited, with an added
emphasis given to those taken by fur-trade staff. Suggestions on appropriate subjects were
Several senior
supplemented with helpful hints and practical techniques for the snap~hooter.~'
fur-traders became frequent contributors of northern photographs to the company journal, adding a sense of authenticity and immediacy to its northern focus. James Watt Anderson, District
Manager for James Bay and then Ungava (Eastern Arctic) from 1931 to 1952, contributed a
yearly feature on the annual voyage of the Nascopie, the company's eastern arctic supply ship.
His personal interest in the medium (as evidenced by the surviving images from his early years
as a clerk in the James Bay district) became easily accommodated to his managerial role as
official representative of the Hudson's Bay Company.32
Given the standards that MacKay wished to attain for the company magazine, however, the
creation of a northern image for the HBC also depended on the technically proficient and
aesthetically pleasing work of the professional. Accordingly, part of this public relations campaign involved hiring photographers to traverse the north for The Beaver. Inside the magazine
itself, these "Arctic photographs" and "northern pictures" became enmeshed in a vision of the
purposes and personalities of the HBC's northern presence.
Max Sauer, Jr. was the first professional especially commissioned to take pictures for the
company's magazine." From his vantage point as passenger on the Nascopie, Sauer recorded
the scenes and people encountered en route. Four of these photographs, reproduced one image
to a page, appeared in 1934 in The Beaver (see Figures 6-10).34 In "Faur Arctic Photographs,"
editor MacKay first presented, on a single page, the captions which described the images to
follow. Proceeding along, the viewer is confronted by four imposing photographs that bleed
off the page, unimpeded by any distracting text. Although these pictures can stand on their
own, and be interpreted as single images, they are more fruitfully understood in terms of the
implied narrative structure of their placement.35 They are presented as a group of photographs
"authored" by a single creator, given an order (the 1,2,3, and 4 of the caption numbers), andsignificantly-a context, provided by the preceding captions.
On one level they tell a simple story of commercial achievement. An image of a non-Native
is presented as the first of these "Arctic Photographs," perhaps a harbinger of the importation
of those southern Canadian material goods pictured in the rest of the series. In the second
photograph transportation is highlighted, the crate destined for "Port Harrison" showing in the
foreground. Following the unloading operations of the visibly marked Hudson's Bay Company products, a scene of contented Native consumption is featured, a fitting close to this tale
of arctic enterprise.
The first photograph (Figure 7), however, is not of an anonymous individual, but of "The
Right Reverend Archibald Lang Fleming, D.D., first Anglican Bishop of the Arctic." Shot
from a low angle, the intent-looking bishop appears as a dominating figure, befitting his formidable title, and presumably, the equally formidable task that he performs.3h His angular face,
protruding from the hood of his fur jacket, looks down, not at the viewer, but at the scene on the
facing page. While not depicted directing the activities of whites and Natives in the following
images, his presence tacitly (at least) approves of the Hudson's Bay Company and its role in his
northern dioce~e.~'
The following three Sauer prints (Figures 8, 9 and 10) are explicitly identified with the
company through the visible presence of the "R.M.S. Nascopie, of the Hudson's Bay Company" and the products of its trade. They illustrate not specific personalities and roles, as does
the first photograph of Bishop Fleming, but the work canied out by unnamed labourers, both
Native inhabitants and southerners imported by the HBC. In the second and third views the
work is palpably presented, the men frozen in motion by the click of the camera's shutter.

.
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Figure 6

THE BEAVER, M.rc), 1934

Four Arctic

Figures 6 - 10, Max Sauer, "Four Arctic Photographs," The Beaver (March 1934), pp. 15-19.
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The fourth image (Figure 10)depicts a respite from labour, although itself only an intermption of the "unloading operations." While Bishop Fleming presides in seriousness over the
unfolding scenes, this Inuit group "enjoy" their mug of coffee, aware of the camera's presence.
Ironically (and perhaps condescendingly) entitled "Demi Tasse," the European sound of the
word and its connotations of leisure conjure up images divorced from the daily lives of the
picture's subjects. In a similar manner, the small cup known as a demitasse contrasts with the
large mugs; one was in fact improvised from an HBC Fort Garry Coffee tin. In this photograph, in particular, the contradictions inherent in fixing meanings on potentially ambiguous
images is readily apparent. In naming and making understandable for a non-northern audience
the actions and appearances of these "different" people, Mackay was impelled to impose conventions on this scene that distorted and simplified the motivations of the people portrayed.
Although commissioned photographers in the field carried along their own standards and
tastes, their pictures took on added meanings through their placement within The Beaver. The
HBC's role in representing the north worked in other ways as well. Photographers hired by the
company were under obligation to photograph particular subjects, and from particular perspectives. Lorene Squire, like Sauer, was one of several professionals hired to go north aboard the
Nascopie in the 1930s. She was instructed to photograph, in addition to her own specialty of
wildlife, "a more or less routine record of life in the north as you see it, and hitherto unrecorded
posts." In these unfamiliar surroundings, this American from Harper, Kansas, would have to
rely on HBC staff for an introduction to her assignment. Squire was instructed to seek out
fellow passenger J.W. Anderson, "who literally knows the Arctic like a book, and can advise
you on the spot...." Anderson, keenly interested in the representation of the company for which
he worked, was to ensure that Squire received an appropriate ~rientation.'~
More directly, photographers were dependent on the company to provide transportation and
accommodation. Squire's experience of life in the north (like that of other passenger-photographers aboard the Nascopie) was, obviously, a limited one, tied to the movements and circumstances of this yearly excursion into arctic waters. From 1933 until the Nascopie sank off Cape
Dorset in 1947, the company's ship, owned and operated by the Fur-Trade Department, also
carried the federal government's Eastern Arctic Patrol (EAP). The party consisted of a variety
of federal government personnel, including RCMP, post office representatives, doctors, dentists, research scientists, surveyors, radio engineers, and cinematographers. Various missionaries, including the aforementioned Bishop A.L. Fleming, were also frequent passengers. The
company sold berths to paying tourists from 1933 until 1941, when this practice was cancelled
due to wartime restrictions. Inuit were also taken aboard, travelling from post to post for medical or employment reasons.39
The Nascopie's annual visit was a distinctive occasion in the seasonal round of life for furtraders, missionaries, government workers, and Inuit in the eastern arctic. It was this annual
creation of an orderly and respectable appearance by HBC employees, government representatives, and missionaries that was captured by the cameras of Nascopie passenger^.^' The Inuit,
too, marked the Nascopie's yearly arrival; the camps and their activities, which were photographed and reproduced in The Beaver, were scenes of a particular and unique aspect of life in
the arctic4'
The Nascopie, of course, was involved in expanding the trade of the Hudson's Bay Company,
bringing in goods from the south and taking out furs, whale-oil, and other products. Accordingly, in "The Magazine of the North," the Nascopie held a prominent place in the mythology
~ ~ Nascopie as symbol, however, like the
of the company's "progress" and d e ~ e l o p m e n t .The
series of Sauer photographs, embraced more than a simple concept of commercial expansion.
"Trading North" carried with it a whole set of assumptions regarding the importation of British/Canadian ideology and culture into the eastern Arctic. Eulogizing the ship after its "last
tragic voyage of 1947," Clifford Wilson summed up this aspect of the Nascopie's role:
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The old ship, performing her voyage faithfully year after year, through fog and storm and
ice, in war as well as in peace, became a national institution - a sturdy symbol of Canada's
sovereignty in the ~ r c t k . 4 ~
Carrying aboard government and church representatives, as well as fur-traders, the Nascopie
presented a unified approach to the administration of the Canadian north. The editorial commentary accompanying a photograph in The Beaver's "The Company News Reel," a feature
that echoed the form of the popular news shorts accompanying feature films, made clear this
significance of the Nascopie's annual voyage (see Figure 11). The text beside a photograph of
Major David McKeand (officer in charge of the Eastern Arctic Patrol), George Watson (HBC
Ungava District Manager), and Anglican Bishop Archibald Fleming, declared: "This issue our
news pictures lead off with 'The Crown, the Company and the Church,' the three great powers
in the Northwest Territories." These three men, posing together, embodied the power of the
institutions for which they stood. Significantly, they were framed in a single image, seemingly
united in a common enterprise.44
The varied uses and meanings of the reproducible visual image were strikingly evident in the
portrayal of the Nascopie's 1934 northern voyage. Capitalizing on the presence of Patrick
Ashley Cooper, the first Governor to visit Hudson Bay, the company employed a variety of
media in order to represent and glorify his
At the same time that the Nascopie was
carrying still- and moving-picture cameras to record this event, it also had on board a projector.
The showing of a film of the previous voyage was a feature of the Nascopie's shipboard activities as it sailed down the St. Lawrence out of Montrealj6 As well, Governor Cooper brought
along a special film to be shown to the Inuit, part of King George V's message to "his Eskimo
subje~ts."~'Although the Governor and Mrs. Cooper did not bring their own film illustrating
their lives in Britain, they did distribute their own, more modest, family pictures. An autographed photograph was included in the souvenirs that Governor Cooper gave to the district
and post managers, while his wife distributed folders containing a message and a photograph
of herself and her children to the Inuit women gathered at each HBC post visited.4RAs well as
taking away images of the north, therefore, the Nascopie also left some behind.
In addition to importing material goods and the administrative structures of Canadian society
into the north, the Nascopie was involved in propagating ways of seeing and being seen that
were firmly rooted in Western cultural traditions. The distribution of filmic and photographic
images of English scenes and family groups constituted one component of the attempt, on the
part of whites, to bridge the cultural differences between themselves and Native peoples. At
the same time, the very act of photographing Natives by whites was another form of this crosscultural contact, communicating the codes and social conventions associated with being photographed. This enforced familiarity with photographic conventions accompanied the extension
of other non-Native practices into the north. Not only were Inuit people examined by medical
specialists, tried by juries, and awarded medals for bravery, but they were also photographed
doing so.'"
The association between being photographed and being "civilized" was noted by frequent
Beaver contributor Richard Finnie, son of O.S. Finnie, former head of the Northwest Territories and Yukon Branch. Finnie was the government cinematographer aboard the Nascopie on
the occasion of its successful first meeting with the HBC's western Arctic supply ship Aklavik
at Bellot Strait in 1937, thus completing the opening of the Northwest Passage as a commercial
.route. In a Beaver article, "Trading Into the Northwest Passage," Finnie wrote that he was
impressed by this "romantic" and "historic" event, but at the same time questioned this expansion of trade into the Canadian north.50Joining a group on an inspection trip to Nadluktuk,
located some fifteen miles from the newly-established HBC post of Fort Ross, Finnie noted:

Figure 11
1
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"The Company News Reel," The Beaver (Decemhel 1935),p 50
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Sonic ~nsmhcrsofthe Government party on board had a notion that they were about to see
;I hand ol' primitive Eskimos untouched by civilization, never even photographed. They
cncc~untsrsdinstead six or eight families who were living in canvas as well as skin tents,
uhing Pstsrborough canoes, modern rifles and utensils ... and who well knew what a camera \\ as tor.
The I n i ledge
~
of the camera and its uses were, according to Finnie, a mark of advancing
ci\ ilization ;~ndits attendant "questionable 'benefits'." Despite his doubts, Finnie aligned
himwlf \\ ith the "civilizing" forces, spending a "delightful, unforgettable day" making motion
pictures of the camp life of this group of Netsilingmiut people."
The making and use of photographs of the "North" allow for an examination of broader
issues surrounding the function of visual images in the construction of meaning. On one level,
photography contributes to the project of drawing and defining mental maps of an unknown
world. As one of the Hudson's Bay Company's advertising managers remarked in 1939,
Letters have been received from many Beaver readers throughout the country in which is
expressed an appreciation for the colourful, interesting and artistic treatment this periodical now embodies. Many dwell particularly on the reproduction of expertly photographed
scenes of the North, relieving they say, the necessity of the reader having to call on his
imagination for a picture of that enchanting land when it is des~ribed.~'
Combined with names, photographs transformed northern lakes and mountains into knowable
places. In "Business in the Arctic," the captions of the two leading photographs exemplify this
process of understanding. "Mount Camsell, between Fort Simpson and Fort Wrigley" and
"Bear Rock, with Bear River and Fort Norman just beyond" not only give names to these
"natural" objects, but also place them within a world of human habitation. In both photographs, these landmarks of "civilization" are unseen, lying outside the bounds of the picture's
frame. Yet their presence, invoked by the captions, remains palpable. The article's subtitle
sums up this way of seeing: "Vast areas of land, sharply contrasted types of country, a bewildering number of rivers and lakes and the link of the Company to make a coherent picture....""
Similarly, Arctic posts with anglicized names were familiar sights in The Beaver. Images of
neatly manicured paths leading up to freshly painted post buildings, themselves attempts to
make order in the Canadian Arctic, were frequently and faithfully reproduced.
As a result of its public relations activities, the Hudson's Bay Company's Canadian office
built up its own massive photographic a r ~ h i v e . 'Yet
~ the organization of this holding, like the
use of these images in The Beaver, reflected cultural and social values about the things photographed. Alan Trachtenberg, in his discussion of archival method as a way of organizing photocollections, noted that it reveals "a macro-structure of social meaning, a way of identifying
individual pictures even before their use ... Each image belong[s] to a larger picture, and understood that way, by its social identification, could thus evoke the whole for which it stood."55 In
The Beaver magazine, as in the HBC's public relations project in general, stereotypical and
simplified images of peoples and places served to present a particular vision of the company
and its activities.
Photographic images play an important function in ordering and making coherent the world
around us. The camera's shutter, freezing time and motion, permits the static contemplation of
a confusing world in flux. Related to the tendency to view "others" as types, photography
becomes a potent method for making these perceived differences appear "natural" and
unproblematic, despite the fluid nature of racial and ethnic bounda~ies.'~
Pictures of northern
Natives, accepted as "real," authenticate cultural constructions of difference, thereby validating notions of cultural superiority.
Other images, however, challenge both the conventions of western photographic practice and
the categories imposed in the pages of The Beaver. They provide an alternative perspective,
suggesting other ways of framing the northern land and its people. In the September 1946 issue

of The Beaver, two pages were devoted to the photographs of "Pitsulak ... an Eskimo who trades
at Cape Dorset." and who was in Winnipeg for medical treatment (Figure 12). These photographs. and the larger body of work that Peter Pitseolak generated over three decades as a
chronicler of his own life and those of the families of Seekooseelok. question the meanings
attached to photographs taken by those passing through an unfamiliar culture and landscape."
Figure 12

[Peter Pitseolnk]. "Pictures Iq Pit\ulak," The Betr1,cr. (September 1946). pp. 20-21.
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Like other photographers whose work appeared in The Beaver, Peter Pitseolak composed his
pictures. Yet seated o r standing. indoors o r outside, the subjects of Pitseolak's images are
pictured in full-length views. within the context of their environment. They confront the camera and the viewer, looking back at us. conscious of and participating in this act of representat i ~ n . These
'~
subjects. moreover. once removed from the distorting influence of The Beaver's
commentary and captions, defy easy categorization into racial "types" and stereotyped behaviours. Instead, they portray a complexity and ambiguity of emotion and response, defying fixed
meaning.
Peter Pitseolak's portraits provide a needed commentary o n the northern images produced in
the interest of the Hudson's Bay Company's public image. His views of Inuit family life serve
as a reminder of the way in which the photographs published in The Beaver were mediated
texts: attempts to construct particular meanings. A s historical records, these images reveal
only particular aspects of the Canadian north. The self-images of Aboriginal people in the
Canadian Arctic, and the images of southerners as "others," also require and deserve attention
by archivists and historians. In the surviving documents, placed in the context of this alternate
discourse, including visual, written and oral traditions, these submerged representations assert
their own presence.
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